DOTDOTDOT
DANCE

In Body

Contemporary Flamenco
“intelligent, refreshing and compelling to watch
…. their unravelling of flamenco will appeal to
everyone” Londondance.com

“jaw-dropping virtuosity and commitment”
Audience member
Founded in 2014 by dancer-choreographers Magdalena Mannion, Noemí Luz
and Yinka Esi Graves, Dotdotdot Dance is a UK-based contemporary flamenco
company, presenting productions of the highest artistic quality. With a British,
female perspective that reflects the world we live in, their mission is to
generate a homegrown voice for flamenco that bridges the gap between the
traditional forms and contemporary dance. Their first production No Frills
toured the UK extensively, featured at Flamencos y Mestizos Festival 2015,
Madrid and won the Buxton Fringe Dance Award two years running. Two years
ago, Dotdotdot was invited by Sadler’s Wells to curate a Wild Card Evening for
the Lilian Baylis Studio, presenting three works in progress in collaboration
with three artists of different genres. Out of this they began creating In Body, a
contrasting triple bill which has been showcased at Sampled 2017 at Sadler’s
Wells and The Lowry and will tour in autumn 2019. The company receives
ongoing artistic mentorship from Sadler’s Wells and leading contemporary
flamenco experts Chlöé Brulé (Seville), Leonor Leal (Seville) and Vera Köppern
(Berlin).

For their In Body programme, each of the founding artists behind Dotdotdot
has created a piece in which they all perform alongside Flamenco guitarist Liam
Howarth, ‘cellist Colin Alexander and singer Emilio Florido Sanchez. Each piece
focuses on a different traditional flamenco style.
When Viola met Vargas
Choreography by Magdalena Mannion
Cello and Original Composition by Colin
Alexander (performing live)

Inspired by movement qualities
found in Bill Viola’s video art and
Manuela Vargas’ iconic solo
Peteneras, this piece explores
shared pulse & emotional dynamics
and creates a striking visual image
that evokes a dreamlike state.

Watch the trailer

Into to Being
Choreography by Noemí Luz / Sound
Design by José Tomé
Noemí’s piece draws from Tarantos,
a traditional flamenco style that was
born out of the mining communities
of Andalusia and possesses a
primitive and earthy quality. Into
Being explores these roots and
ponders the ritualistic qualities of
flamenco.

Watch the trailer

I come to my body as a question
Choreography by Yinka Esi Graves /
Spoken Word by Toni Stuart (performing
live0

Yinka’s piece reflects on the
experience of dancing Guajira,
deconstructing the use of the fan,
lyrics, and the sensualized
perception of feminine gestures.
Watch the trailer
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Who are Dotdotdot:
Noemí Luz Joint-Artistic Director/dancer/choreographer. Trained at Elmhurst Ballet
School and Central School of Ballet and has an HNC Diploma in Fine Arts. She has
performed her own choreographic work 'The Ugly Truth' at Coetani Festival for
Experimental Flamenco and PAUL Studios Berlin.
Magdalena Mannion Joint-Artistic Director/dancer/choreographer. Studied
contemporary dance at NSCD and at Conservatorio Superior de Danza Maria de
Avila. She performs regularly at prestigious traditional flamenco venues in Madrid
such as Corral de la Moreria and Cafe de Chinitas. In 2017 she formed part of
Rafaela Carrasco's company for Nacida Sombra.
Yinka Esi Graves Choreographer/dancer. Has a background in ballet, jazz and
afrocuban dancing. She is currently collaborating with former principle Alvin Ailey
dancer Asha Thomas on Clay which premiered at Chateau Vallon and most recently
presented at Dance Umbrella's Out of the System programme in 2017.

“This show transcends language, transcends tradition, transcends conscious
thought. The artistry is top-notch, but No Frills is also visceral, instinctual and
reaches out on a level that goes beyond mere appreciation” Buxton Fringe Review
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Press reviews for Sampled/I Come to my Body as a Question
“Also extremely impressive … this piece offers a feminist re-imagining of the (historically rather
misogynist) Cuban ‘Guajira’ style, pitting the insistent voice of flamenco singer Javier Rivera
against the lilting rhythms of spoken word artist Toni Stuart. The dancers occupy a defiant
middle ground – there’s a startling wit to the simultaneous snap of their fans and mesmeric
articulacy in the solos, with fearsomely complex footwork matched by the proud and
questioning swoop of the upper body.” Anna Winter, Exeunt
“With its powerful footwork and vibrant music, dotdotdot’s “I come to my body as a question”
was another highlight … Aided by live singing, guitar music and the guttural recitations of a
spoken word artist, a trio of women wield fans as they crouch, curl their wrists, strike out in
sudden pliés—moves that harness the emotional intensity of the genre while dinting its proud
posturing with hints of vulnerability.” Sara Veale, Fjord

Press reviews for Wild Card (early In Body)
“Magdalena, Yinka and Noemí really took the dance to a new level for me. They were so elegant
and powerful, from their first number, where their movements were initially so gentle, it was
difficult to notice the change in position, right up to the fantastically orchestrated final dance
with the long dress and shoes – you really need to see it to appreciate it – the ladies were the
epitome of Flamenco” Terry Eastham, London Theatre
“There’s something in their unravelling of the flamenco solo that will appeal to everyone,
whether it is their focus on shoes, dress or the dance itself …. dotdotdot’s interrogations are
intelligent, refreshing and compelling to watch. When the group perform altogether and build
towards a climax of stamping, clapping music and song, the dancers thrill through their obvious
love and understanding of this form.” Josephine Leask, Londondance.com
“The flamenco dance company has sold out both of its performances on the short two-night run,
and it is easy to see why …. The two-hour show was thoroughly entertaining, illuminating and
pioneering. Keep an eye out for where they will appear next with another inventive and intense
take on flamenco.” Laura Ewing, The Up Coming

Press reviews for No Frills
“I was reminded of the conversational and expressive quality of this dance of embodied music;
faces illuminated by changing moods, the delicacy of fingers razor-sharp or fluttering in
hesitation, living emotion visible in the twist and poise of torsos, their simple frocks becoming a
vital extension of their personalities. They garnered a standing ovation from a rapturous public”
Susie Crow, North Wall 2015
“With rave reviews following last year’s performance, a sold out audience were transported
from the Pavilion Arts Centre Studio to southern Spain. But forget about the castanets, fans and
frills, as the name suggests this is flamenco stripped back to its core...The choreography is
complex yet sharp both in the solos and group pieces. Every tap, clap and finger-snap is precise
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but it’s the energy, power and intensity of the solos that are truly mesmerising. Whether you’re
already a fan of flamenco or not, dotdotdot’s performance will draw you in with its
contemporary take on a classic form. Garnering a standing ovation last night, it’s clear that
Buxton is still spellbound by No Frills.” Olivia Kehoe, Buxton Fringe 2015
“You don’t have to be familiar with the conventions of flamenco (I’m not). You don’t have to
understand Spanish (I don’t). This show transcends language, transcends tradition, transcends
conscious thought. The artistry is top-notch, but No Frills is also visceral, instinctual and reaches
out on a level that goes beyond mere appreciation, touching an audience to the depths. I’m no
dancer, but I’ve never seen anything like it. And neither will you.” Robbie Carnegie, Buxton
Fringe 2014
“It's a superior well thought-through production with better pace and audience engagement
than I've seen for years.. even at Sadler's Wells...Now consider three young dancers, each
demonstrably good in their own right, each with a different and complimentary forte (which can
be expressed in terms of flamenco puro and therefore identified by aficionados and casual
flamenco enthusiasts alike) who are able to get together and produce a spellbinding
performance without props, flash fusion formats or clever ways to divert the audience’s
attention from the quality of their work and you’ll start understanding their appeal...” Click
here for full review Carole Edrich Lost Theatre- August 2014
“One of the most thrilling, uplifting and inspiring shows I have ever seen. Three beautifully
unique dancers and three amazingly talented musicians gave a performance jaw-dropping
virtuosity and commitment. I can’t wait to see more of their work.” Gillian Keith, Buxton Fringe
2014
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Booking Details
Availability:

Autumn 2019

Touring Company:
Running time:
Performance area:
Get in:
Technical requirements:

7 performers, 8 on the road
75 minutes (including two short intervals)
8m x 8m
Day of show (with lighting pre-rigged if possible)
See rider below

Cost (UK only)

£2000 inclusive of travel and accommodation.

Education and access:

The dancers teach flamenco technique and theory classes to
dancers of all traditions (flamenco, contemporary dance and other
performers), and choreographic workshops with a focus on using
flamenco as a choreographic tool.
Flamenco taster classes are available for complete beginners.
Photography exhibition of work by Emma Alcalá who took photos
of 'When Viola Met Vargas' and 'Into Being' is available.

Trailer

https://vimeo.com/269642778

Website:

www.stdma.com
www.dotdotdot.com

Contact:

Sarah Trist sarah@stdma.com 0044 7757 654790
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In Body
Technical Rider

Accompanying this rider:
•

Risk Assessment

•

Generic lighting plan

Company

Technical

Magdalena Mannion: +34 696433152

Antony Hateley

Noemí Luz: +34 638375992

+44 (0) 7763 408 794

dotdotdotflamenco@gmail.com

mail@antonyhateley.com
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GENERAL INFORMATION

In Body tours with the following personnel:
•

3 Artistic Directors/dancers

•

1 Touring Production Manager/Lighting Manager

•

3 musicians

•

1 Spoken Word Artist

Running order:

•

I come to my body as a question

•

Short Pause

•

When Viola Met Vargas

•

Short Pause

•

Into Being

(dance piece)

13 mins

(dance piece)

17 mins

(dance piece)

23mins

COMPANY REQUIREMENTS
The theatre should provide:
•

We require a minimum of 2 dressing rooms to accommodate 4 female and 3 male performers.

•

Dressing rooms to be equipped with mirrors, costume rails and adequate lighting, located near to
the stage and have a minimum room temperature of 22°C.

•

The dressing rooms must have close access to accessible toilets and showers.

•

A supply of chilled, clean drinking water available for our staff and company members at all times
and within easy reach wherever we are working, including rehearsal rooms, dressing rooms and
near the stage.

•

Access to wifi?

•

Access to iron and ironing board.

STAGE
The theatre should provide:
•

A minimum performance area of 8m wide by 8m deep

•

2 black or neutral chairs & 1 low stool

•

Stage requirement - Sprung wood dance floor. The company prefers to use a wood floor without
dance linoleum.

•

Performance area must be free of holes, debris and other hazards

•

The stage should be heated to maintain a minimum temperature of 22°C for all warm-ups,
rehearsals and performances as listed in the schedule

•

A clear path from the dressing rooms to the stage
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LIGHTING
Colour can be provided upon request The
theatre should provide:
•

ETC Ion or similar family lighting console with 2 screens

•

Adequate access equipment (ladders, talescope, genie, etc) in order to focus the lights

•

Full access to venues stock of lanterns

•

All profiles to have four working shutters. All fresnels/PC’s to have rotatable barn-doors and be
able to spot and flood

•

The lighting position to be front of house with a clear, uninterrupted view of the stage

•

The ability to control the venues house light system from the lighting control desk

•

The ability to provide a complete blackout onstage with minimal light leak from FOH. This may
require switching off blue workers and masking emergency lighting spill onto the stage

SOUND
We provide:
•

MacBook Pro running Qlab

•

External audio interface (Focusrite 2i4) with L & R 1/4” jack outs

The theatre should provide:
•

Stereo left and right from your mixing desk to your main front of house PA

•

2-4 floor mics: SHURE MX, 393

•
•
•
•
•
•

2--4 Rifle mics, to be placed in wings for footwork
2 monitors for musicians: NEXO Ps10
Data Sheet: NEXO LS500
2 steel tripods for monitors
2 x wireless microphones for cello and guitar: SENNHEISER EW 512 G3
2 x wireless headset microphones for singer and spoken word: SENNHEISER ESP 2 EW 3
WIRELESS HEADSET MICROPHONE
1 x microphone and stand in the wings for offstage footwork: SHURE 57 / SHURE 58
2 x directional microphones for fans: SHURE SM89

•
•

* Please confirm if it is possible to record sound from the desk
•

Sound position should be next to lighting with good visibility of the stage in the auditorium

•

L & R 1/4” jacks from mixing desk to toured audio interface

•

At least one technician with thorough knowledge of the house system also able to mix live sound
throughout rehearsals and all performances

•

The FOH PA must be capable of loud and clear reproduction of all frequencies free from any
distortion, hiss or interference to all parts of the auditorium

•

Intercom system from control position to backstage area

WARDROBE
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•

Ideally costumes should be checked and set out prior to the performance and ironed if
necessary, then prepared for packing at the end of the get out.

•

No laundering of costumes will be required for up to two performances. If more than two
performances, hand-washing will be required as well as dry-cleaning.

SCHEDULE & CREW CALLS
Basic crew requirements:

Please supply crew with relevant skills and building knowledge such that all tasks
can be carried out at the times specified. If certain operations require more than
one member of staff please amend the calls accordingly.
0900 – 1300
1400 – 1800
1900 – 2200

Crew calls as follows:

–
–
–

3 x Crew
2 x Crew
2 x Crew

The following schedule is based on a pre-rig having been done. If this is not possible please
inform the production manager

0900 – 1300

Load
in Lay
floor
Colour and
focus Set up
sound

1300 – 1400

Lunch break all
crew Dancers warm

1400 – 1530
1530 – 1800
1800 – 1900
1900 – 1915
1915 – 1930
1930 – 2030
2030

up on stage
Plot Lx
Sound check
Company rehearsal
Dinner break all crew
Reset for performance
House opens
Performance

Get out commences approx
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